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Mr. Bad Example imagines perfect celebrity
commercial endorsements in his usual fashion

Spartan volleyball team upsets 24th ranked
Fresno State as underdogs in WAC opener

See page 2

See page 9
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Student Union
renovation
creates kinder,
safer hangout
wouldn’t be possible without
outside income, such as renting
out the Event Center for conStudents looking for a place to certs.
"Student fees have mainnap between classes are no
longer going to find the dark and tained, but, of course, coats keep
cozy Student Union they’re used going up," she said. "We’re providing different services to the
to.
to
Cathy outside community to generate
According
Busalacchi, director of the income. Any profit from outside
Student Union and Event events goes into the local
Center, recent renovations in the reserve, which is dedicated to
special projects."
union have tripled the lighting.
According to Bruce Yale,
"The first thing I noticed was
more students actually studying Student Union facilities managand less students dozing," said er, the renovations have attractTerry Gregory, Student Union ed more students.
"Everyone’s very happy with
manager.
Busalacchi said the changes how bright it is. People feel a lot
in the union, totaling about safer coming in at night ... it’s
$500,000, included carpeting, just more inviting," he said.
Sophomore Lanette Shark
tiling, painting, new lighting, reupholstering almost every piece said the changes in the union
of furniture and installing a are a big improvement.
"Last year the building was so
video surveillance security sysdark," she said. "’The lighting is
tem.
"It’s literally like we have a much better for all the students
brand new facility," Gregory studying."
According to Gregory, there
said.
Student Union Inc.. which have been security problems in
the
union for a long time, and
encompasses the union, the
Event Center and the Aquatics’’ TIMIllfhe of the most expensive
Center, has an annual budget pieces of furniture were stolen,
with a "special projects" alloca- they decided to install eight
tion that covered the cost of the video cameras.
"It’s for safety and security
union improvements.
"We solely operate our own issues, not to watch what people
facilities, which we operate for are doing," Gregory said. "The
students," Busalacchi said.
camera system helps us because
Student Union Inc. has an if we have a problem, we need to
annual $3.6 million operations know what really happened."
budget.
Gregory said because the
While student fees cover union contracts an outside cusabout half the operations bud- todial service and since they
get, Busalacchi said upgrades
See Renovation, page 12
By Margaret Bethel
Senior Staff Writer

Kevin Sulln an/ Spartan Daily
Midfielder Adriano Allain, left, celebrates Brandon Pace’s goal to
put the Spartans up 2-0 with 36 minutes left in the second half. Allain
scored the game’s final goal to beat UC Santa Barbara 3-0. The win

set a school record for consecutive wins (9) and is also the team’s
best start in the program’s 71 -year history. The team is ranked No.
3 by the National Soccer Coaches Association of America.

Men’s soccer team sets two records
By Margaret Bethel
Senior Staff Writer

Carpool database
program speeds up
cozy commuting
By Julia B. Wright
Staff Writer
nursing
student
Senior
Leonida Quitoriano said until
last year she avoided the university parking tangle by carpooling to campus with her friends.
Although the concept of carpooling is not new to San Jose
State University, the Associated
Students office is expecting the
arrival of a $.3,000 computer this
week that will provide a new
carpool database to facilitate the
idea, according to Faye Sullivan,
Alternative
of
manager
Solutions
Transportation
(AlTrans).
"Our organization was hired
by A.S. to market alternative

transportation programs to the
university, including the new
carpool database program,"
Sullivan said.
According to Sullivan, the
database will match students,
faculty and staff interested in
carpooling who come and go
from campus at similar times
and from similar areas.
In the past, Sullivan said her
organization promoted carpooling as a transportation alternative throuvh RIDES for Bay
Area Commuters, Inc.
With the RIDES program,
Sullivan said there was difficulty in matching those on campus
with employees in surrounding
businesses whose schedules

See Carpool, page 12

Kevin SullA.o. Spartmi Dail,
Chris Shwandt, Kort Ulicny and Jeff Meisner follow Safi Jose State University’s Brandon Pace to the
ball midway through the first period during the Spartans’ 3-0 win over UC Santa Barbara Friday night.
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See Soccer, page 8

Headhunters search for perfect student fit
By Cecilia Afzellus Alm
Staff Wnter

CRUNCH ii

The men’s soccer team set
a school record with its 3-0
victory over University of
California Santa Barbara’s
Gauchos on Friday.
It was the team’s ninth consecutive win.
In the history of San Jose
State University’s 71 -year-old
soccer program, the 1998 season’s team is the first to start
a season 9-0-0. The last time
the Spartans started a season
with eight straight wins was
in 1968.
To win this many games in
a row is really special. We
made school history," Spartan
defender Todd Duncan said.
Each win affects their rankt
ing as well. The National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America gave SJSU a No. 3
ranking last week. Connecticut
(8-0-0) and Indiana (8-1-0) are
ranked No. 1 and No. 2. respectively.

There will be a free buffet for graduating
students in the Student Union Ballroom this
week, but there’s a catch.
Instead of serving fine French cuisine and
authentic Italian food, the Career Center
will be serving up such companies as
Hewlett-Packard and Staples, Inc.
The On -Campus Recruiting Job Fair,
sponsored by the Career Center, is back at
San Jose State University for the second
year.
The recruiting fair allows students to
interact with businesses and perhaps to
obtain a job.
According to Irene Peck, the coordinator
for recruiting services on campus, this fair
will focus on students who are graduating in
December 1998, or May and August 1999.
On Tuesday the recruiting fair starts at 3

5

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. There
will be 16 public accounting businesses
Andersen,
Price
Arthur
including
Waterhouse Coopers and Ernst & Young.
"Students in the public accounting area
should go to this fair because these organizations will not be back in the spring," Peck
said. "The other organizations will be at the
Career Expo."
The Career Expo, which is open for all
students on campus, is held on March 10-11,
1999, in the Event Center. It is only for
internships and summer jobs, not full-time
jobs for graduated students.
On Wednesday and Thursday the fairs
will focus on business, industry and governmental organizations. The fairs start at 10
a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom, and will
include 76 different businesses including
Adobe Systems, Inc., Comerica Bank and
Pepsi-Cola Company.
"There will be businesses for almost every

major," Peck said.
According to Peck, the businesses that
come to the recruiting fair have openings
and want to find the right people to hire.
For every cancellation, there has been one
addition in the form of another company.
"Bank of America was one of the businesses that canceled," Peck said. "The reason
for canceling for any business is that their
openings have filled up."
According to Peck, there is a waiting list
for organizations if others cancel.
Accounting Professor William AsWey said
he tells students about the recruifing fair
but he does not know if it encourages them.
"Most of my students already work and
don’t need to get a job," he said.
Even though some of the students won’t
be graduating until August 1999, Peck said
many businesses want to hire a person even
if it’s a year away from starting day.

See Job Fair, page 12

U.S. Congress owes
Americans apology
for Starr Report

Advertisers missing out
on prime, irreverent
celebrity endorsements
at do John Tesh
Wind All Bran
cereal have in
common?
That’s right, they both
make you run to the bathroom.
I stumbled upon this
Kellogg’s conspiracy at
work while I was stocking
the cereal aisle in the grocery store where I work.
5.1!0 II
11111.1111%
I looked at the box and
thought to myself, "What
a great marketing ploy,
II
III
I I
I. I
killing two birds with one
bran brick."
This genius marketing strategy got me thinking a dangerous thing for me to do, especially
at 3 a.m. of what products I’d like to see certain celebrities endorse.
What would be better than turning on the
television at 2 a.m. and seeing O.J. Simpson
doing an infomercial for the "New and Improved
Ginsu Knife."
He could stand up there and carve turkey
necks while professing, "It slices, it dices, it’s so
easy to get rid of if the cops are after you."
Next, I’d like to see Monica Lewinsky pitching
Spray and Wash stain remover, because we’d all
be none the wiser if she had just used it to
remove Billy’s "DNA matter" after Operation
Oval Office Orifice Audit.
And President Clinton could always pitch Red
Devil Lye. I know it’s a stretch, but what else
would you like him to do, revive those Dutch
Master cigar ads they used to play during the
football games in the 70s?
Maybe he could do Trojan condom ads,
"because sometimes it’s wrong and improper for
your partner to receive your DNA matter."
Linda Tripp, on the other hand, would not be
a good spokesperson for Victoria’s Secret. Not
only is the thought of her in a bra and panties
with angel wings revolting, but we all know she
can’t keep anybody’s secrets.
I think Paula Jones was a perfect candidate
for Oscar Mayer hot dogs before she had that
frankfurter on her face cut down to a cocktail
weenie. Now all she can plug is Vienna sausages.
Former Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and Glade air freshners are a perfect fit. Everytime I saw that man on TV, it
looked as though someone was holding a turd
under his nose. He could say that he looked like
that whenever he ran out of Glade.
Current Sevietary of State Madeline Albright
could plug Tammy Faye Bakker’s beauty school
because it looks like that’s where she goes for her
daily makeup sessions.
Bob Dole is as good a person as any to pitch
Bic pens.
Attorney General Janet Reno can star in the
sequel of "It’s Pat." She could be Pat’s long lost
brot er sist ... whatever. It’s not a product, but
it’s appropriate.
Leaving the political realm, I’d like to see legendary porn star Ron Jeremy do a spot for Roto
Rooter because he sure can clean the pipes, if you
know what I mean. He could also be the
spokesperson for Head and Shoulders shampoo
because Lord know he’s got enough hair mostlyeon his back and chest for three people.
When you think Tonya Harding you naturally
think of the Club, right?
Finally, I’d like to see Fred Goldman do an ad
for Jacoby and Meyers. I can see it now: At least
they’re better than Marcia Clark."
So remember, rather than cringe the next
time you see a young girl sitting in a car asking
her mother about "that unfresh feeling," thank
your lucky stars it’s not Hillary and Chelsea
Clinton.
Aaron Williams is a Spartan Daily
senior staff writer His column appears every
Monday.
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363 hypocritical
The
U.S. senators and
representatives who
voted last month to make
the obscene Kenneth
Starr report public owe
tahpoe loAmgy. erican people an

CHECK(R)
by Dave Whamond

Hobo stew served up as news of the week
has been one of those weeks
This
that provided a plethora of pickings
in the news and my life on which to
base a column. Rather than let anything
go stale, I’ve decided to give readers what
my mother called a hobo stew, a little bit
of everything tossed in.
News you’d probably rather not hear:
He’s baaaack ... That Ping-Pong-paddle-eared, whiny little varmint from the
Lone Star State wiggled his way up out of
his prairie hole this week to call President
Clinton mentally unstable on the Larry
King Live television talk show. Ross
Perot, the goofball who quit a presidential
race because he was convinced the FBI
was going to ruin his daughter’s wedding,
got on TV and claimed Clinton caused a dramatic
drop in the moral and ethical standards of the
nation’s young people, from junior high school to college. Ding-a-ling, ding-a-ling, ding-a-ling. Wrong
again, Mr. Rodent. Children take their moral and
ethical cues from their parents and extended family,
not the president. Not that Clinton shouldn’t set a
good example, but it’s ridiculous to make him the
standard for every kid in America. What we need
are moral and ethical parents to set the example for
their own children. When my women friends and I
talk about why our marriages dissolved, a roving
husband figures prominently 90 percent of the time.
So don’t blame Clinton. He’s apparently acting like
many of his brethren already have. Ask the wives
and children they leave behind who has more influence on a child’s morals.
News our government should be ashamed of:
October is National Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, designed to focus on the efforts to find a cure
and the medical advancements in treatment This is
a good thing, but I was shocked to find out we still
spend only one penny of every 10 tax dollars on the
fight for a cure, according to syndicated columnist
Cokie Roberts. That’s pathetic. We’re going to spend
millions of dollars this month to send geriatric Sen.
John Glenn into space on the shuttle, a colossally
stupid undertaking and more a publicity stunt for
NASA than anything of scientific value. It’s a sentimental journey for Glenn, and an unfair tax burden
on us, my friends. It’s taken too long to get the funding necessary for any cancer research, let alone
breast cancer research. It seems nobody in Congress
is taking the disease seriously. More than 500,000
people die of cancer in the United States every year.
That’s close to the entire population of San Jose.
Incredible. The only thing that’s going to make a

bunch of old white guys sit up and give
cancer its due concern is carcinoma of
their most prized possession. And you
can bet they won’t be treated by HMOs
which refuse to authorize necessary, doctor-recommended treatment, either. As
you read this column, my sister is undergoing a bone marrow transplant for
metastasized breast cancer, two years
after her oncologist first recommended
the treatment, all because her HMO considered it "experimental" and refused to
pay for the procedure without a fight. All
we can do now is pray. What a waste.
News from the frontiers of science:
r. iii I h %
Tired of looking at your old face in the
mirror? On the heels of the controversial
hand transplant that took place in a French hospital in September, a rival American team of surgeons
is getting ready to do similar operations in this
country, eventually including a full face transplant,
complete with skin, muscles, nerves and lips. John
Barker, a plastic surgeon at the University of
Louisville in Kentucky, says they could get a much
better-looking result by transplanting the whole kit
and caboodle, according to a recent article in New
Scientist. This begs the question: Would ugly people’s faces be rejected or would the surgeons be
equal opportunity transplanters?
News you might not have heard:
You don’t have to be an employee of the United
States Postal Service to go postal. Apparently, you
only have to be in close proximity to a post office
building. I drove into the parking lot of my local
Pony Express the other day and headed for the special, one-way, one-car wide lane where you can drop
your mail into the box without getting out of the car.
Only this day, a young lady, maybe in her early 20s,
was walking down the middle of said lane with her
back to my car. As politely as I could, I slowly followed 10 feet behind her, willing to wait my turn, so
to speak. When she finally heard my engine, about
50 feet later, she turned on me what I can only
describe as the most evil look I’ve ever had the misfortune to be the target of. She stopped and stared
straight at me through the windshield for about 10
of the longest seconds of my life, then slowly turned
around and, turtle fashion, continued on her way
out of the parking lot. "Going postal" now has a
whole new meaning for me.
Lois Jenkins is the Spartan Daily production editor
Her column appears every Monday.

A half-hearted apology
we
won’t be acceptable
deserve a tearful, selfredeeming, emotionallyfor
apology
charged
releasing another 4,600
pages of documents from
the special prosecutor’s
investigation Friday containing sexually-explicit references to the
Clinton-Lewinsky affair.
On the heels of the House’s overwhelming
support to release to the public the first 445
pages of investigative erotica by Kenneth Starr
in mid September, the House Commerce
Committee unanimously approved an amendment to the Telecommunications Act of 1996
that would outlaw any materials displayed on
the Internet that can be deemed "harmful to
minors."
The message conveyed to the public about
regulating Internet pornography by the
Congress is contradictory. The senators and representatives who supported legislation banning
pornography on the Internet simultaneously
made the spicy Starr Report public on the Web.
The Child Online Protection Act would allow
the Federal Communication Commission to
prosecute anyone "engaged in selling or transferring by means of the World Wide Web, material that is harmful to minors under 17 years of
age."
The reprecussions of disseminating pornography on the Web to minors would be a fine of not
more than $50,000, imprisonment for up to six
months, or both.
The definition of "material harmful to minors"
includes any communication, picture, image,
article, recording, writing or other material
taken as a whole, that appeals to the purient
interest in nudity, sex, or excretion and that
describes or represents an actual or simulated
sexual act or sexual contact.
Anyone who has read the Starr report would
agree that the president’s infamous and unconventional application of a cigar may not be suitable for children and can be considered written
material describing a sexual act.
If my two lovely nieces, ages 11 and 13, can
pick up the newspaper at breakfast and read the
sexually graphic Starr report, so can a lot of
other young girls and boys.
If my two sweet nieces can access the Internet
and be exposed to pornographic material disguised as up-to-date news releases about the
Kenneth Starr investigation, so can a lot of other
young boys and girls.
The Associated Press reported the new transcripts of 20 hours of taped conversations
between Linda Tripp and Monica Lewinsky
revealed the two "intimately discussing sexual
encounters between Monica and the president."
If the Child Online Protection Act passes by a
majority House vote and becomes an amendment to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, I’m
proposing the 363 senators and representatives
who voted to make Starr’s pornographic novel
public be prosecuted for violating their own law.
That means the Congress will pay a maximum
of $18,150,000 in total fines and serve 181 years
and 6 months in jail.
Julia B. Wright is a Spartan Daily
staff writer

Lungren’s inaccessibility inexcusable; attorney general needs to discuss plans for education
Lest week, gubernatorial
candidate Lt. Gov. Gray
Davis showed his support for
higher education with a simple
gesture.
Davis went out and contacted the college newspapers from
around the California State
University and University of
California systems. He then
allowed college reporters to
question him for 40 minutes on
his plans for California’s higher
education system.
Davis’ answers may not have
made everyone happy

answers to complex educational
questions never do but at
least Davis allowed the questions to be asked, unlike his
opponent, California Attorney
General Dan Lungren.
Even though Lungren has
made some drastic campaign
promises, access to Lungren
from the student press has
come only in the form of press
releases and comments from
Lungren’s spokespeople.
This lack of contact cannot
be blamed just on busy schedules. Davis has allowed student

press
access to
him, taking
time out of
his day to
speak directly to Spartan Daily
reporters. If Davis can take a
few minutes out of his day to
for
plans
his
discuss
California’s educational system
with those currently in that system, then so should Lungren.
There are several questions
he should answer, such as how
he plans to "reform and renew
our education system." Lungren

has stated
why, citing
that "more
than half
the freshman entering Cal State
Universities have to take remedial English or math or both."
The fact that the CSUs’
freshman cannot pass this test
should be concern, especially
since the CSUs have said they
will cut remedial education in
2007, but just how will Lungren
fix the situation if he is elected?
Or is this a campaign promise

EDITORIAL

made in the spirit of most campaign promises, to be forgotten
hours after Lungren has
assumed the office he seeks?
How will Lungren deal with
Tidal Wave II, a projected massive growth in enrollment over
the next couple of years? He has
side-stepped this issue by saying "creative leadership" will
solve the problem. This state
has had enough creative leadership, as illustrated by the current problems in Washington.
We don’t need that type of leadership overseeing our schools.

What does Lungren mean
when he says he has a "broad
agenda for reforming the way
education is delivered in
California."? "Broad agenda"
sounds too much like vague
agenda.
The
students
of
the
California UCs, CSUs and community colleges should not be
voting for anyone who has no
specific plans for education.
They should definitely not
vote for someone who won’t
even discuss it, or attempt to.
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Euthanasia is giving up; we should fight to live
rphis is regarding the article
JL on physician-assisted suicide that was printed on Sept.
30. Why are we giving up so
easy? Don’t we fight to live? Yes,
there are terrible diseases out
there that kill slowly and
painfully, but don’t just give up.
"Legalizing euthanasia will
allow chaos in our society. There
is no one in our society who is

responsible and powerful
enough to decide when a person
should die. I agree it is a very
painful experience to see a loved
one die, but legalizing this law
may mean killing innocent people.
There are no guarantees that
we will all die peacefully. The
point is we have lived. Instead
of legalizing laws that kill the

victim, why not spend more
money on research and find
cures for these diseases? It is
our voices that change our lives.
Let’s not give up on life! Fight
the source of the illness, the disease itself, not the victim.
Mary Tsay
sociology

Fertilized egg is already human, implanted or not
regards to the Oct. 1 article
In
"Contraceptive Kit Combats
Unprotected Sex," please note
that under the code of Federal
Regulations: 50 CFR 16.12,
15.14 and 16.5: The importation
of live birds, amphibians, reptiles, and their eggs is regulated. This is because: A fertilized
bird egg becomes a bird.
A fertilized amphibian egg

becomes an amphibian.
A fertilized reptile egg
becomes a reptile.
We can therefore deduce that
a fertilized human egg is a
human, whether it is implanted
on the uterine wall or not.
Please do no let anyone use
doublespeak (George Orwell
1984)! Clintonspeak ("She had
sex but I did not") to convince

S.

you otherwise.
Lawrence E. Miller
SJSU alumnus
criminal justice
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Dole predicts woman president

Claudia Schiffer misunderstood
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) - A day after
Claudia Schiffer told a Rome newspaper she was
through with fashion shows, the supermodel said
she was misunderstood.
"I’m not quitting," Schiffer said in a statement
issued Sunday. The 28-year-old said she meant
only that that she wouldn’t work the runways anymore at shows in Milan.
"For me, the runway work was only a small part
of my modeling career, and more important at the
beginning to become known internationally," she
said. But "for almost two years now I’ve only done
fashion shows occasionally and for special causes,
for example, for Valentino."

Christopher Reeve offers hope
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Christopher Reeve
told a 6-year-old girl paralyzed in an amusement
park accident that, thanks to advances in spinal
cord research, she might walk again someday.
Reeve, who was paralyzed in a 1995 equestrian
accident, on Saturday attended a fund-raiser for
Emily’s Walk for Spinal Research, a foundation
Emily Hunt’s parents founded in her name.
Reeve told the girl and audience members that
research involving rats offers hope that spinal
cord injuries can be mended. The only barrier to
human testing is money, Reeve said.
"I just want you to know that what we’re talking about now is simply the financing of the procedure," he said. "It’s going to happen."
Emily suffered a spinal cord injury and her
grandmother was killed in August 1996 when an
amusement park train derailed and wrecked.

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Bob Dole thinks President
Clinton’s sex scandal could help put a woman in
the White House.
In town for a symposium, Dole said the nation
will have a female president or vice president
"very soon."
"I think all this scandal helps, too," Dole said. "I
think people are looking at women for integrity
and leadership."
His first choice for the job is his wife, Elizabeth.
"In fact I even bought six caps - I didn’t want
too big an inventory - they say, ’Elizabeth 2000,’"
Dole said, adding that he has three left.
The longtime senator and failed presidential
candidate was a speaker at the fifth annual
Insights symposium, which brings prominent
world figures together to discuss current topics.
Among those joining Dole were former Pakistani
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto and retired
anchorman Walter Cronkite.

Wrestler celebrates marriage
TOKYO (AP) - Six months after their official
marriage, Japan’s top foreign-born sumo wrestler
Akebono and wife Christina Reiko Kalina held a
gala, 1,300-guest wedding ceremony.
The ceremony for the 6-foot-8, 516-pound sumo
wrestler from Hawaii, formerly known as Chad
Rowan, was nationally televised in Japan. U.S.
Ambassador to Japan Thomas Foley attended and
a telegram from President Clinton was read.
Akebono and Kalina officially married in April
in Tokyo and had a baby daughter in May.
Clad in traditional Japanese wedding attire of a
golden "hakama" skirt and a white crested
kimono, Akebono told reporters: "I hope to make a
family that is bright and full of friends who will
visit often."
Kalina was a teacher at the American school on
a nearby U.S. military base when the couple met in
1988. Her American father serves in the U.S. military and her mother is Japanese.
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Today
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibit
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Arts buildings. For more
information, call Scott or Jenny at
924-4330
Health Science Undergraduate
Student Association
General meeting from 12 - 1 30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call Barry at 92H-SUSA
Study Abroad Office
Study/work abroad fair from 10
a.m. - 3 p.m. at Seventh Street
Plaza. Rain venue: first floor
Student Union. For more information, call Robert Carolin at 9245931.
Staff for Individual Right.
Gay and lesbian awareness week
panel: "Ask The Doctor," health
issues facing gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transsexual communities, and
’The Queer Left: Gay and Lesbian
Political History from a Radical
Perspective’ from 12 - 2 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden room. For
more information, call Martha
O’Connell at 924-1967.
SJSU Artists’ Guild
Art show from 10 a.m.-4p.m. in
Herbert Sanders Gallery located on
the second floor of the Industrial
Studies Building. For more information, call the Gallery Office at
924-4330.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass form 12:10 - 1235
p.m. at the corner of S. 10th and
San Carlos streets, across from the
residence halls. For more information, call Ginny at 938-1610.
Sigma Alpha Phi
"Cancers affecting women"
Information will be provided on
cancer, especially those affecting
women from 830 a.m. - 2:30 p m. in
front of the Student Union. For
more information, call (lemma at
286-2042.
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ADVERTISING
Advertising Director Susette Burr
Retell Manager Yvette Snares
Downtown/ Entertain:mint Mgr. Mark Brown
National Manager Angela Clark
Marketing Manager Greg Cones
Art Director Ben Tninary
Downtown Account liateentives Connie Barreire,
Scott Swint, Allnislisin Matron, Robert Wiadymirow
Retail Account Executives Jenelle Bemetein,
Mario De Paint., Michael Fiorito, Adia Latimore,
Dan Van Dec Putt, Arthur Wu
Artist Lionel Chan

School of Music and Dance
Limon Informance from 2 - 3

p.m. in SPX 219. For more information, call 924-5041.

Tuesday
&NW Artists’ Guild
Art show all week from 10 a.rn.
4 p.m. and reception today from 6 8 p.m. in Herbert Sanders Gallery
located on the second floor of the
Industrial Studies Building. For
more information, call 924-4330.
Student Life Center
New student advising and orientation. Recruitment of orientation
leaders, applications are available
until Nov. 2 at the Student Life
Center. For more information, call
Harriet Pile at 924-5950.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Arts Buildings, and student art galleries art receptions
from 6 - 8 p.m. For more information, call Scott or Jenny at 9244330. Tuesday night lecture series:
Ellen Handler Spitz from 5 - 6 p.m.
in the Art Building Room 133. For
more information, call Andy at 9244328.
Career Center
CPA on campus recruting job
fair from 3 - 6 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Umunhum Room. For more
information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6033.
Student Society for Technical
Communication.
Technical writing internships
and careers:how to make the most
of both at 7p.m. in the Student
Union’s Almaden Room. For more
information, call Kathy Ogg at 2711916.
SJSU Marketing Association
Pete Hanelt, CEO and CXFO
from Natural Wonders will talk
about aspects of business from 430
- 6 p.m in the Student Union’s
Almaden room. For more information, call Andy at 559-8018.
Sigma Alpha Phi
’Cancers affecting women’

Information will be provided on
cancer, especially those affecting
women from 830 a.m. - 230 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. For
more information, call Gemm at
286-2042.
!Black Alliance of Scientists &
Engineers
General body meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the Engineering Building
Room 358. For more information,
call Tim at 297-0380
Library Donations and Sales
Unit
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m. 3 p.m. in the Clark Library lobby
and Wahlquist Library North room
408. For more information, call
924-2705.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
First practice of the season at
Spartan Field from 4 - 5:30 p.m.
New players bring cleats and
mouthguard. For more information,
call Christina at 244-7494.
SJSU Men’s Rugby
Practice, tryouts and new players welcome from 3 - 5:30 p.m. at
South Campus Field. For more
information, call Carlos Melo at
226-5206.
Student Health Service.
CPR class registration from 11
a.m. - 12 p.m. in the Health
Building Room 209. For more information, call Dr. Oscar Battle, Jr. at
924-6203.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass from 12.15 - 12,35
p in. and RCIA - Revelation and the
Bible form 7 - 9 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center at the corner of 10th and San Carlos streets,
across form the residence halls. For
more information, call Father Bob
or Ginny at 938-1610.

Sparta Gunk is prouided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff The deadline for
entries is noon, three days before desired publication date Entry forms are available in the
Spartan Daily Offire Spare restrictions may
require editing of submissums
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Climb aboard for the
most exhilarating
jobs in the
networking industry.

TER

Quotesfor the Daily

N.E.T. is roaring into wide-open
global carrier markets with
revolutionary ATM, voice, and
data solutions. At NET., you’ll
find teamwork, recognition and
confidence that you’re on the
right road for your career.
Hang on.

"The difference between fiction and reality?
Fiction has to make sense."
Tom Clancy
author

We are headquartered in Frcmont.
California, perfectly situated
between all the culture and
excitement of San Francisco,
and the high-tech hotbed of the
Silicon Valley.

To get the inside story on working at
N.E.T., stop by our booth at the SJSU
Career Fair on Thursday, Oct. 8th.

"Baseball is like church. Many attend. Few
understand."
Leo Durocher
baseball player and manager

We currently have New Grad opportunities in
the following areas:

Hardware Engineering
Software Development Engineering
Software Test Engineering

If you miss us at the Career Fair,
send us your resume, indicating
area of interest, to: NET.,
Attn: College Relations. 6500 Pasco
Padre Parkway, Fremont, CA 94555.
E-mail: collegtOnet.com
(text only, no attachments);
FAX: (510) 574-4018.
NET. is proud to be an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

For details se employstsesst opportsosities check osst
emir Web sits:

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Latter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and ms4or.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209,
924-3237,
(408)
e-mail
to
at
by
fax
sent
SDAILYejmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU

www.net.com
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WHO ARE YOU?
WHERE DO YOU COME FROM?
WHERE ARE YOU GOING...?
Read Scientology: The Fundamentals of Thought
by L. Ron Hubbard

ADIN.T AND CHILDREN’S
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ass. Mmes. Irma

Know Yourself, Know Life
$6.09 paperback
To order coll
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there’s more to life

than work!

At Mervyn’s California, we agree.
That’s why working with us is more
than just having a job.

flirt/neva"-

The industry’s large
recruiter of College Gra s’

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
More college grads join Enterprise Rent-A-Car because of the tools and guidance we
provide that allow them to exceed beyond their dreams. As the nation’s largest
car rental company, our success is due to the investment we make in our employees.
BA/BS degree strongly preferred. Customer service, sales or retail
sales management experience a plus.
Make the right decision and join our team. Stop by our booth or send
your resume to: Attn: HR Dept., 3635 Pearl Ave., Son Jose, (A 95136
or FAX: (408) 445-7531.

Enterprise
rent a-car

It doesn’t have
to be this way.

More than Just Retail
We’ll be at the OCR Job Faire on Oct. 8th, stop by our
booth to learn about opportunities in our Distribution
Centers for Operations Assistant Positions.

Interviews
November 3rd, Operations Assistar

More to Know
Check out our Career Opportunities binder in the
Career Center for more information about our
company and to sign up for interviews.

mer7rynrs
fi

0
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Brook out of the mold of hoditionol office work. We know
that you mint a cores that’s exciting, challenging and best
of oft, financially rewording. Lap Beach Mortgage fornpony
is a successful, aggressive and growing national company that
can offer what you wait. We have great Knortunities for
Solos &twat Exonitives. So if you’re looking
for a career Awe you can be highly rewarded and wognized, join our top-notch sales teen. Here’s how you con
lean mons:

ON CAMPUS
RECRUITMENT
FAIR
STUMM UNION - BALL ROOM
V/RDNISIDAY, OCTOBIR 7TH
10AM - 3PM

Cr pi

Mervyn’s California is proud to be an equal opportunity employer

FOE.

WWW.I1MCCOM

NOW, IMAGINE THE POTENTIAL.
At Lucent, were taking technology over the top And with Bell Labs as our
R&D engine, were changing the course

or

global communications Were

the company that invented the transistor Developed the cell phone The
laser The communications satellite And were the company that will
define technology in the 21st century
Define your own future at Lucent We give you every opportunity to
manage your career with exceptional opportunities to advance and make
lateral moves within the company All in a collegial environment where
you can turn your ideas into realities
Positions are located in the Silicon Valley and throughout the United States
Apply On-line and visit us at www lucent com/C011ege

Lucnt Technologlos
1181 Labs
Warwrationa
Your Name
Here
14* make
1h thtnis that
mak*

communications

define the future.
Lucent is an equal opportunity employer
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Accounting Majors and Minors!!!
The California Franchise Tax Board is hiring Tax Auditors Stadewide.
Career opporttinities include Tax Specialist ix Management. You’ll receive excellent training
throughout your career. We otter travel and non-travel positions.
We offer Medical/Denial/Vision and a retirement plan that requires no employee contribution.
Sign-ups for interviews will be conducted at the On-Campus Job Fair October 8, 1998.
Interview appointments are limited so sign-up early! Interviews are limited to graduating
Sensors and Alumni.
For more details, obtain a brochure from the Career Center or visit our website at
www.ftb.ca.gov

October 7 & 8, 1998

Student Union Ballroom
NW"
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AND

A PAYCHECK

Vo)!
The fun does not hove to stop when
the paychecks start. Especially when
you join Adobe. We offer big company success with a small -company attitude. Of course, we did not become
one of the world’s largest personal
computer software developers with.
out lots of hard work. But when your
products lead the industry year after

year, enriching the way everyone
communicates, you have plenty to
smile about. So if you agree that it’s
possible to have fun while doing
interesting and creative work, Adobe
may be the place for you. To learn
more about opportunities at Adobe,
visit the Career Center and sign up
loran interview.

Lam has all that it takes to lead the
semiconductor industry.
Except you.

ON CAMPUS CAREER FAIR

Come visit us at the OCR Job Fair on Wednesday, Oct. 7th

Thurs, Oct. 15, 12:30 - 1:30 pm Student Union, Almaden Room.

We are currently recruiting for:

Adobe Illustrator’ or Adobe Photoshop’ will be raffled off to a lucky winner!

Financial Analysts
Accountants

ADOBE’S COLLEGE OPEN HOUSE

Please submit your resume to: Lam Research Corporation. Dept. CS -970.
4650 Cushing Parkway, Eremont, CA 94538 or Fax: (SIO) 572-1595.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Lam

ARESEARCH
WWW.

lamrc.com

F416
Adobe

Wed, Oct. 7, 10:00 - 3:00 pm

INFO SESSION

Technical Majors!
Join us for interviews, product demos, and a tour of our Tower!
Thurs, Oct. 22, 3:00 - 6:00 pm, RSVP to openhouse@adobescom
Adobe prefers resumes in the body of an e-mail (no attachments) sent to
tobs@adobe.cont or mail scannable resumes to: Adobe Systems Incorporated,
College Recruiting, Dept. C0LRE9899, 345 Park Avenue, San lose, CA 95110-2711.
Adobe is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
AdOw thr
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In verification, as in life, it helps to see the whole picture.

From shredding ens terrain...to scaling
vortical drop...to slicing up 0111111 raging
water, 11 doesn’t get more wild than
thief It’s the =Me lifestyle found on
California’s Central Coasthorne of
HOUSEHOLD CREDIT SERVICESone
of the world’s leading pioneers In credit
card innovations. We have ongoing
opportunities in:

Ouickturn, we ve always believed it was important to see the way things
work as a whole as opposed to individually That’s why we’re looking for the
nation’s finest Electrunl Engineering and Computer Science graduates to make
our industry leading team complete When you loin us, you’ll see design
one that’s miles ahead of the
verification from a very unique perspective
industry’s most advanced
the
CoBALT
competition With products like
verification solution, ()mkt= is unmatched at getting our clients’ protects
off the drawing board and on the market If you’ve got vision, enthusiasm,
and the skills necessary to step up to the highest level of achievement in your

Al

field

ynii

r rody In

Financial
Systems

Operations
If you thrive on high energy and enjoy
pushing the limits, your nest adventure
starts here. For more Information and
current openings, see us on the web or
stop by Our booth at the lob Fair. Then
hut your mourns to (931) 755-2940 or
moll to Household Credit Services. Inc.,
HR/Pill Dept., PO nos 90041, Salinas,
CA 93912-0041. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

,,iep tip to Ouickturn

See us at the Career Fair - Wednesday, October 7
’oh%

gitidg I

n

loin

Go to our webefte at
www.hcscard.com
for more details.
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www.quickturn.com
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This is it. Your chance to make a senous impact
on the world at large. To put yourself at the very
center of important innovation, and immerse yourself in new ways of thinking. And perhaps have a
little fun while you’re at it. If you’re set on such a
career, you need to set your sights on Synopsys.

Keep
your sights
on Target.

Come visit us at the
San Jose State Job Fair
76

Come explore a challenging career with the team at Southern.
Southern Wine & Spirits
ott4octliem California
33321 Dowe Avenue
Union City. CA 94587
(510) 475-6261 Fax
wmv.southemwineca.com

"ewer. Mem A Spomm es um bparl Owen.. I-Amp...,
I ’molar, omll be cammairred .6111.0 mienloo nag relit... ..4., mammal ongml ler Of Immsh.r

SERIOUS."...

EXECUTIVE TEAM LEADER IN TRAINING

Southern has challenging career opportunities for quality
candidates in the areas of Sales and Merchandising,
Accounting, Finance, Administration and Information Systems.

ors Of

NOTHING IS WORTH DOING UNLESS THE CONSEQUENCES MAT BE

ETLs can oversee either merchandising or guest services, depending on experience. The
chosen candidate will receive 4 weeks of Business Gil lege training, learning the ins and outs
of Target business. You will also rece we an additional 4 weeksii posit iombased training. You
will eam S30,000 plus full benefits while gaining the retail know-how you’ll need to compete
in our competitive industry.
To qualify, you’ll need a college degree and the determination to succeed.

For 30 years, Southern Wine & Spirits has meant quality and
superior service in the alcohol beverage industry. Our portfolio
contains wines, beers, spirits, non-alcoholic beverages & cigars.

,,,,
.3lie

If you’ve studied VHDL/Verilog, circuit, gatelevel and/or logic design, compiler and high
level synthesis, we’d like to talk with you.

INTERN

The chosen candidate will be a dedicated, motivated Junior or Senn w-level student with an
interest in developing managerial skills. You will walk in as a Junior Executive, earning $10
a hour while shadowing and training with select Target Executives and Team Leaders iota
period of 10-12 weeks, learning the retail industry. If successful, you’ll walk out with a
management-level job offer from one of the largest retailers in the country!

Opportunities are available in:

Mountain View, California and
Beaverton, Oregon.
soh us at tbe Career Fair on October Mb.

EXECUTIVE TEAM LEADER OF
TEAM RELATIONS/HUMAN RESOURCES

The chosen candidate will oversee the recruitment of well -trained, focused team members to
provide quality guest service while interpreting company policies and ensuring fair and
consistent application of persinnel policies and procedures. You’ll receive 4 weeks of Business
College training and 4 weeks of putt ion -based training whileeaming $30.000 and full benefits.
To qualify, you’ll need a college degree in Human Resources or Communications and the
determination to succeed.

Learn more about us on the web at:
vnvuLeyeapsys.00rm.
Synopsys promotes a balanced lifestyle
by offering its staff comprehensive and
flexible benefit plans, flexible work schedules.
weekly employee socials, and extensive
family-sponsored events. To apply, please
send resume, indicating position of interest
to: Synopsys, Employment Department,
Ad Code: CA/SD/112, 700 E. Middlefield
C404L. .
-mail:
jobstbsynopsys.com (ASCII text only).
Principals only, please. EEO/AA.

ASSET PROTECTION TEAM LEADER

The c hosen candidate will be responsible fir coordination, communication and administration sit company loss prevention, risk management and safety programs. You will also
supervise our asset protection team, ensuring a sate and distraction -free work environment
for our guests and ream members.
To quality, you’ll need a college degree and strong organizational, administrative, communication and interpersonal skills. Prior retail experience helpful,
For consideration. please visit us at the Campus Career Fair 0613111biliargaltrapfai4heirtig.
speak with a Target Representative.
For further information on Target’s exceptional opportunities, stop by or contact the San
Jose State University Career Development Center.

synorsys

TARGET

EEO/AA

Prugdree and tohaccodree work envincrnent Eyual Opportunity Employer.

MM=I

Thinking 3 years down the road?
Good, we already have something in common.

It’s all about making an impact.
On Campus Recruitment Event - Thursday, October 8, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Student Union Ballroom
Andersen Consulting Day - Thursday, October 15. 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., Student Union, Umunhum Room
If you’re constantly thinking about
the future, here’s a chance to actually do
something about it. Come be a part of a
leading global management and
technology consulting organizationAndersen Consulting.
Together, we’ll help world-class clients
prepare for new challenges by delivering
profound change. We’ll help unlock

their potential for success by aligning
strategy with people, processes and
technology-an approach that allows you
to make an impact from the ground up.
You’ll receive first-rate training and
guidance, and exposure to a variety of
projects and industries. All of which
builds a solid foundation for the
years ahead.

,19911 Andenen COOsultoop All nohts I eSeNeti An equal OppOetunity employer

MEME

Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science

In a field tiordinary jobs, set your sights on a great career at Target. We’re one of the largest and
most successful upscale discounters in the U.S. With 812 stores us 39 states, we air a premier
retailer with a proud reputation for quality, value and service, committed to pnwiding our guests
with the highest quality goods at low prices.Currently, we air searchingforcareetminded college
students told’ available positions in California, Washington, Oregon and Nevada:

Southern Wine S Spirits
of America, Inc.

Wednesday, October

We’re seeking interns and new grads who are
working toward or have a BS, MS and/or PhD in
one or more of the following areas:

Our business is shaping the future.
So why not come talk to us about how,
together, we can help shape yours.
Visit our Web site at www.accom

Andersen
Consulting

I, 1,
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Meet us at the Job Fair October 7, 1998!
Granitenixgh
Granite Rock is a leading construction material supplier and heavy engineering construction
contractor in the SF and Monterey Bay areas. Our 98 year commitment to quality excellence
and customer satisfaction has earned us the nation’s top business award, the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award and the distinction of being listed as one of Fortune Magazine’s

owe

100 Best Companies to Work For in America" in 1998.
We are seeking qualified graduates for the following positions:
-Sales Representative
-Automation Engineer & Programmer
-Materials Testing Engineer
-Project Engineer (Heavy Civil Engineering)

loyal= ia a itmlvleeewaser$1.111.1at Ia 1811Pfet
ef eathasiaittle predict Foam. M. meted la reateriale
’vs ievaltoptul mediae is Arc-treat= awl toryroorairatiess.

For more information, contact Barbara Kimball, RR
(831)768-2061 or P.O. Box 50001, Watsonville, CA, 95077
Visit our website at: wwwgraniterock.com
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You’re making memories that will last a lifetime.
after college does the excitement have to end?

ft;

ring Engineers
Manage pro

design tools and equipment, improve production methods. In
addition, develop innovative processes that create competitive advantages for the
company p4,yrork closely with product development and sales to integrate
cust
rations in their activities.

Not with Aerotek.
Aerotek, a nationally recognized leader
in the contract services & consulting
industries, is actively recruiting a
diverse community of college graduates
for careers in recruiting and sales.
Contract services has skyrocketed to a
$100 billion-a-year industry, and
Aerotek is leading the way, as the
fastest-growing contract services firm in
the U.S.! With Aerotek, you can play a
role in client relations from development to market, "selling" the market’s
top professionals on working for
Aerotek. then selling them on
providing their services to our Fortune
500 clients.

5.
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With Aerotek, a memorable future can
be just ahead with:
A competitive salary plus bonuses
and comprehensive benefits.
Career planning to support
advancement into sales &
management.
Nationwide opportunity’ positions
in 130 branch offices across the
United States.
Contact us at: Aerotek/College
Relations, 7301 Parkway Dr.,
Hanover, MD 21706, 1-800AEROTEK. Fax: (410) 579-3005.
E-mail: careers@aerotek.com.

A

Please come by our booth to
meet our representatives at
the Career Fair on Oct. 8th!
W W

ApTEK

opment Engineers
n Engineers
Research Engineers

Self-motivated and directed

Marketing
Product Management
Sales
Finance

One of the World’s Largest
Electronics Distributor
You may not know the name but Avnet is a
leading electronics distribution employer,
with over 9000 employees world wide.
Avent Is a fortune 500 company with 272 locations worldwide, if this
interests you, please join us
Thursday , October 8, 1998 at the OCT Job Fair from 10 am to 3 pm.
Currently we are recruiting December 1998 graduates who are interested
in computer/component sales and marketing positions.
If you are unable to attend the career fair and have an interest in
employment with Avent, please send your resume to:

Human Resources
Information Technology
Manufacturing Operations

Choosing a career growth path

Apply online, or send your resins to:
Raychem Corporation, Opportunities, MS, 119/8202,
300 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025-1164

Seeking leadership opportunities

Raychem Is an Erma! Opportunity Employer.

Looking for a challenge

aerotek.com

Avnet, Inc.

Avent,

in the following areas.

www

STATE
FARM
INSURANCE
COMPANIES

raychem

com

STATE FARIVI

COVI)
INSURANCE

State Farm Insurance Companies
offers opportunities for Underwriting,
Claims, and Accounting Management
Trainees for our North Coast Region.
We offer excellent training programs
and benefits package including cost of
living salary adjustments. If interested,
please send resume to:

Inc.

Human Resources/ GRAD
2211 S. 47TH St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

State Farm Insurance Companies
6400 State Farm Drive, Rohnert Park, CA 94926
Attention. Human Resources

-*YAVNE1"

Applications are accepted on a
continuous basis
State Farm is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Spartans clinch
ninth victory,
shut out UCSB
crowd commented on the "lack of
fire" in the game. Even coach
Gary St. Clair commented he
didn’t feel the his team "played
The crowd at Spartan our best game."
"I give some credit to UCSB,"
Stadium on Friday night got
what they came for. The men’s St. Clair said. "Their team hassoccer team dominated and n’t won a game all season."
The second half of the game
defeated the University of
California at Santa Barbara against the Gauchos had the
Spartans adding two more goals
Gauchos 3-0.
The Spartans had a total of within 10 minutes of each other.
Junior defender Brandon
25 shots by the end of the first
Pace scored the second goal of
half.
Sophomore midfielder Jorge the game with assists from
Martinez, who usually plays in senior forward Brandon Snyder
the starting lineup, is expected and ’senior defender Todd
The
Duncan.
to be out the
final score of
rest of the seathe game came
son due to a leg
from
senior
injury.
midfielder
Martinez
Adriano Allain
was
injured
on a pass from
during a game
and
Pace
against
Snyder.
University of
Snyder’s assists
California
at
bring him closBerkeley
on
er to being
September 24.
added to the top
Freshman
SJSU all-time
midfielder
list for assists
Fausto Villegas
in a career.
replaced
Spartan
Martinez and
junior forward
scored the first
Fausto Villegas Chad Harper
goal
of the
Spartan midfielder sprained his
game unassistankle during
ed.
the second half.
-We have a
Harper is secgreat
team,"
Villegas said. "We haven’t start- ond in the top five in scoring and
ed the WAC (Western Athletic is one away from career goal No.
Conference) games, so the hard 20.
"Hopefully, Ill recover in time
part of the season is still coinfor the game next week," Harper
ing."
The Spartans play the first said.
St. Clair said the team is
WAC game against Fresno State
University on Friday in Fresno, strong and he "gives the boys all
The game is the first of eight the credit in the world."
The next home game for the
scheduled WAC matches.
However, the Spartans didn’t Spartans will be against the
play as aggressive as they have Santa Clara University Broncos,
ranked No. 18 in the nation. The
this season.
Several members of the game is on October 13 at 7:30.
By JoAnn Peach
Staff Writer

Goalkeeper Gilbert Vega makes one of his eight saves early in the
second half against the University of California Santa Barbara

Kevin Sullivan! Spartan Daily
Gauchos on Friday at Spartan Stadium. Vega shut out the Gauchos
with eight saves.

Soccer: SJSU continues winning ways
Continued from page 1

preparing for its next game on
Oct. 9 against Fresno Stai,.)
University, which is the team’s
first
Western
Athletic
Conference game.
"We’re just going to keep
working hard," Duncan said.
"Right now we’re just trying to
figure out how to beat Fresno."
After playing Fresno State,
the Spartans will face Santa
Clara University at Spartan
Stadium on Oct. 13. Santa Clara
is ranked No. 18, nationally.

Being ranked No. 3 is another
first for the Spartans. The highest ranking in the team’s history
was No. 9 in 1974.
"We build confidence every
time we win a game," Duncan
said.
Duncan added more confidence doesn’t mean the team
will be practicing any less. He
said the team’s immediate goal
isn’t about breaking records but

Midfielder Adriano Allain
( id the team’s success hasn’t
illy hit him. He wants to stay
fo .used and prepared for the
nt :t game.
Ave’re taking one game at a
tiniL ad hoping for the best," he
said.
Midfielder Fausto Villegas
also wants to focus on each game
as it comes. He said with each
consecutive victory the Spartans
have, the more determined their
opponents will be.

"Every team we play, they’re
going to come in strong and try
to beat us," Villegas said.
According to Allain, the
team’s record-setting wins are
not going to get the players off
track. He said taking one game
at a time is the best way to prepare for the high pressure games
ahead of them.
"With every team we play ...
we have to be prepared to step
up and come away with the victory," he said.

Ninth-ranked Virginia pounds SJSU 52-14
By Aare& Williams
Senior Staff Writer
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
The Spartans played well in
spurts. The University of
Virginia played well in stretches.
San Jose State University
scored 14 points. The ninth
ranked Cavaliers totaled 52 as
they drubbed the Spartans at
Scott Stadium in Charlottesville.
-They pounded us and that’s
what this team should do," SJSU
coach Dave Baldwin said.
-They’re a more physical team. I
was just happy we scored 14
points."
On the surface it looked as
though this game should have
been a laugher, but the Spartans
started the game with a glimmer
of hope. Omarr Smith intercepted a pass in the end zone after
UVa had driven the length of the
field, proving once again the
SJSU defense might bend, but
was not going to break.
After the offense went threeand -out on the following series,
SJSU punter Tim Morgan,
standing on his own 13 -yard
line, bobbled the snap and was
tackled for a loss, handing UVa
the ball on its 6-yard line.
However, the defense rose to
the occasion and held the Cavs
to a field goal. On the ensuing
SJSU possession, Marcus Arroyo
led a seven play, 74 -yard scoring

drive capped by a 2-yard plunge
from James Hodgins that put
the Spartans up 7-3 with 6:08
left in the first half.
"I don’t think anybody’s gone
down on the field on them like
that (the first scoring drive). But
we couldn’t sustain anything
after that," Baldwin said.
"They’re just a better football
team ... He’s (UVa coach George
Welsh) built a program that’s
fun to watch, maybe not fun to

It seemed like the front seven couldn’t
contain (Brooks). I’m not saying they
didn’t do their job, they Just got over
matched.

play against"
UVa scored on six of its next
seven possessions tunasaing 446
rushing yards.
The Cavaliers scored so often
that the SJSU players probably
know by heart the words to
"Good Old Song," the Virginia
fight song which is sung to the
tune of "Auld Lang Syne."
Trailing 7-3, the Cavs took the
ball, drove 78 yards on 10 plays
and made it look easy.
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handing UVa the ball near midfield with 2:56 left in the first
half. Brooks then took the Cavs
to 24-7.
"You can’t put this team in
that kind of field position,"
Baldwin said. "We knew they
were ready to bust out on us."
the
really
hurt
What
Spartans was the play of Brooks
against its defensive front seven.
While the secondary held the
UVa receivers in check, Brooks
was running roughshod through
and around the defensive line.
"The secondary proved they
could contain ACC (Atlantic
Coast Conference) receivers,"
nose guard Jason Mitchell said.
-It’s all on the D-line. We couldn’t keep him (Brooks) in the
pocket."
Brooks, with his quickness
Omarr Smith
and good decision -making, had
SJSU cornerback
71 yards on 10 carries most on
broken pass plays.
If there can be an upside to a
(Brooks). I’m not saying they 38-point loss, it was that at
SJSU looked like it
didn’t do their job, they just got times,
belonged on the field with a powovermatched."
Virginia used its offensive line erhouse of Division-I football.
The secondary proved they
to open up holes for Jones and
Womack and to buy time for might indeed be the best in the
Western Athletic Conference,
Brooks to scramble.
"The offensive line did a good and even though Kasteler threw
SJSU’s lone touchdown pass’,
job today," Welsh said.
After the Cave had made the Arroyo looked like he’s ready to
score 17-7, Morgan once again assume the role of full-time
put the SJSU defense on red starter as soon as Baldwin §
alert after shanking a punt and ready to hand him the reins.

In the end, UVa quarterback
Aaron Brooks ran it in from 12
yards out for the score.
That drive was pretty much
par for the course for UVa as the
coat-and-tie clad, almost aristocratic crowd celebrated an easy
Homecoming victory.
"It seemed like the running
backs were getting to the secondary too quick, too often,"
Smith said. "It seemed like the
front seven couldn’t contain

WALKABLE

Now Hiring!

We have a great
team. We haven’t
started the WAC
(Western Athletic
Conference)
games, so the hard
part of the season
is still coming.

Forty-Niners gored by Bills
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP)
Steve Young and San
Francisco’s offense were finally
by the most
shut down
unlikely opponent, the lowly
Buffalo Bills.
Rob Johnson overshadowed
his counterpart, completing 19 of
27 passes for 254 yards and one
touchdown to lead the Bills to a
26-21 victory Sunday.
The 49ers (3-1) entered the
game ranked first in the NFL in
rushing, passing and total
offense, but were held to just 56
yards passing and 105 total
yards in the first half. Their second-half comeback ended when
they couldn’t recover the onside
kick after Young had hit J.J.

Stokes with a 21 -yard TD pass
with 1:03 left.
The Bills entered the contest
with just one victory in their last
10 games, worst in the league
over that span, but they dominated the suddenly mistakeprone 49ers from the beginning.
The Bills (1-3) wasted no time
in taking advantage of San
Francisco’s secondary. They
came out picking on cornerbacks
Darnell Walker and Antonio
Langham,
who
struggled
against Buffalo’s passing attack
even though it was missing its
top receiver, Andre Reed.
Buffalo took a 3-0 lead on
Steve Christie’s 24 -yard field
goal 2:30 into the game.
Z
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YWCA Villa Nueva
Now Enrolling for Extended
Evening and Saturday
Drop-in and On-going Child Care
We provide fun, safe and nurturing environment
for kids Whether you work the swing Shift or wish
to go to the theatre, symphony, dinner, shopping, is
attend evening classes We take care of the kids so
you can take care of youl

FREE
1 hr.
mei Ns coupon
why

For more Inloanation, call
Sirs

401-2144011. sal 107,

iri

YWCA

sins can wow
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Whe we otter:
Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

What we reauire:
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends & holidays

-Cloves:-

-Fine Cgars-Tattooing-Zippo- -Street Wear-DJ Mixed Tapes 4- CDs -

The following positions are available:
Usher, Concession 1st, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

You

CIMOMercado 20
3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Now

it? We Gots iti
404.72,91,2605

291 S. CAPITOL. ATE.,
SAN 1704E,.., CA
hiring

a

Tattoo Artists &Body Piercers- tall for info.
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Strawberry
gets visits
from Yanks

David Heller /Spartan Daily

Darcy Walker stretches to dig the ball during the Spartans volleyball game against
the Fresno State Bulldogs on Saturday night. The Spartans swept the Bulldogs,

ranked 24th in the nation, and extended their win streak to four games. The team will
face Saint Mary’s College on Wednesday.

Spartans leash ranked Bulldogs
By.Jollisi Meyer
Assistant Entertainment Editor

The
Fresno
State
University Bulldogs’ bark
proved to be more fierce than
their bite Saturday night at
the Event Center.
The
San
Jose
State
University Spartans muzzled
the Bulldogs’ women’s volleyball team, ranked 24th in the
nation, and sent their No. 1
rival down the rankings with
a 3-0(15-12, 15-13, 15-8) victory
The Spartans (10-3 overall,
1-0 WAC) entered their first
WAC match ranked 56th in
the nation.
With a 3-0 sweep against
24th ranked Fresno State (122 overall, 1-2 WAC) and a fourgame winning streak, SJSU
should climb up in the national poll.
SJSU head coach Craig
Choate was excited about the
win because of the intense
rivalry between the schools.
"It’s my favorite team to
beat, so I’m happy," Choate
said.
He said he watched the
Bulldogs on video earlier in
the week and knew his team
could beat them.
"I was surprised because
they were 24th in the nation,"
Choate said. "I didn’t think
they were better than us."
Choate wasn’t concerned
about FSU. He was more worried about his own team selfdestructing.
"We usually hurt ourselves," Choate said. "I don’t
think we hurt ourselves this
game. We brought it."
The Spartans were more
focused than the Bulldogs in
the three -game sweep. The
team controlled the pace of the
match and only surrendered

the lead once. It came early in
the second game when the
Bulldogs built their biggest
lead, 6-2.
The Bulldogs were the team
that self-deatructed.
Although the Bulldogs had
the bigger hitters, they had
trouble keeping their powerful
spikes in bounds. SJSU built a
9-1 lead early in the first game
because of FSU’s mistakes.
FSU handed SJSU five points
in the first game due to wide
and long hits, miscommunica-

David Heller/ Spartan Daily

Michelle Sarkees dives for a
ball during against the Bulldogs.
tion between players and a
two-hit penalty.
The Bulldogs’ offensive
attack was one-dimensional:
set it to outside hitter Shanus
Bennett. Bennett was an
explosive player who had a
match -high 18 kills and 18
digs.
Her spikes were dominating, a step above anyone else
on the court, and she was
everywhere on defense.
Five more players like her
and FSU could easily be No. 1

in the country.
However, SJSU played a
steadier all-around team
fewer
game,
committing
errors.
"I don’t think we had a
major weakness," Choate said.
Choate said he was pleased
with his middle-blocking tandem of Joslynn Gallop and
Melissa Myers.
Gallop, last year’s WAC
Pacific Division Freshman of
the Year, wasn’t having a
sophomore slump against
FSU. The middle blocker had
15 kills, six of them sealed the
third game blowout.
Myers was the momentum
changer.
When Fresno inched closer
to taking over the lead, she
came up big and gave SJSU
the serve back with clutch
sideouts.
Myers finished the match
tied with outside hitter Darcy
Walker for a team -high 17
kills.
"Myers has been our most
consistent hitter," Choate said.
"We go to her at crunch time.
Michelle (Sarkees, SJSU setter) feels comfortable going to
her."
Sarkees ended the match
with 43 assists (3,298 total)
and entered the SJSU record
books. She smashed the alltime assist record. Melizza
Benitez (1992-95) held the
record with 3,257 assists.
Sarkees broke it early in the
first game.
"It’s a good feeling to do it
as a junior," Sarkees said. "I
have another whole season to
add to it."
started
who
Choate,
Sarkees as a freshman, said
she has come a long way in
three years.
"She’s matured so nicely
that I think it’s a much deserved record," Choate said.
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Be An Angel!!
Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-28 yrs, w
healthy, bright &
responsible.
CallStephanie @FFC
Alsp special need for
Asian Donors
1400-9394886
GENEROUS COMPENSATION
VIP 11

Sarkee’s next goal is the
WAC record.
She also entered the WAC
top-10 career assist leaders
during the match.

The Spartans will look to
add to their four-match win
streak when they hit the road
and play Saint Mary’s College
on Wednesday.

tIncover your

rrbail talents at the
Stnouclm Open Haw!
Were watng to discover great new empoyees Show us your stuff your retail
experience. customer service skills. or
simply a dose to excei It you’ve got it.
were the perfect place for you Don’t miss
our Open House
We have regular hill and part-Ume
openings, and dso full and part-ffine
holiday positions for:

Sales Associates
Floor Management
Stock Associates
Head of Stock
Cashiers

David Heller/ Spartan Dolly

Darcy Walker and her teammates celebrate after the final play of
the Spartans’ volleyball game against the Fresno State Bulldogs on
Saturday night. The Spartans won.

BEST SANDWICH

YOU’LL EVER EAT"

,

Qu 11no’s

BUY 1 GET 1

FREE

SUMS

Buy any 6 Inch unchvich and medium
drink, pal a second 6 Inch sandwich d
equal or know valid FREE

135 West Santa Clara Street
Downtown San Jose
at San Pedro Square

1111W-11.

475 E. San Carlos St. call
or fax orders 408.288.5676
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NEW YORK (AP)
Hearing the good news secondhand wasn’t good enough, so
half a dozen New York Yankees
visited Darryl Strawberry on
Sunday, a day after a cancerous tumor was removed from
the outfielder’s colon.
Pitcher David Cone intended to bring one of the Yankees’
now
have
caps,
which
number
39
Strawberry’s
stitched in white on the back.
"We just want to show him
how much we care and we
got the job done he wanted us
to do," Cone said before joining
teammates Chili Davis, Joe
Girardi, Derek Jeter and Tim
Raines on the trip to
Columbia -Presbyterian
Medical Center, about a mile
from Yankee Stadium.
Strawberry was on the
Yankees’ minds as they prepared for Tuesday’s start of the
series
championship
AL
against Cleveland.
Dr. Stuart Hershon, the
Yankees’ team physician, held
a clubhouse meeting and gave
an update on Strawberry’s condition.
Hershon told them doctors
believe the cancer had not
spread, but they won’t know
for sure until tests come back
in about 10 days.
Doctors removed a 16-inch
portion of Strawberry’s large
intestine to get rid of a tumor
almost 2 1/2 inches long.
"I think we felt a lot better
because everything came out
well," Tino Martinez said.
Strawberry remained in stable condition Sunday.
He is expected to remain in
the hospital for about a week.
"He’s doing well. His family
is with him," ColumbiaPresbyterian spokeswoman
Szuping Di said.
Strawberry also got a visit
from George Steinbrenner, who
didn’t make it clear whether he
went Saturday, Sunday or
both.
"I was with him all day,"
Steinbrenner said at Yankee
Stadium without elaborating.
The Yankees were shaken
when they learned last
Thursday that Strawberry had
a cancerous tumor. New York
manager Joe Torre, who also
visited the 36-year-old outfielder, predicted Strawberry’s
illness will increase the awareness of colon cancer among the
Yankees.
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A San Jose firefighter prepares to wash off mock victims for decontamination after a terrorist chemical attack drill at City Hall. About 200 people from several agencies were involved in the exercise.

Emergency crews isolate Council Chambers
and evacuate possible victims during the drill.

Chemical contamination is washed off a
mock victim during an attack drill Saturday.

Mock terrorist
strike prepares
emergency crews
for real thing
With terrorist activities on the rise around the
world, including the bombings of the World Trade
Center in New York and the Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City, the city of San Jose
has decided to take some precautionary measures.
On Friday, the City of San Jose Emergency
Operations Center hosted a mock terrorist exercise. The event was a test run of San Jose’s ability
to handle terrorist attacks involving nuclear, biological or chemical attacks.
Two hundred volunteers participated in multiple drills in front of San Jose’s City Hall and at
several local hospitals.
Also involved in the mock exercise were the San
Jose Fire Department, the San Jose Police
Department, the City Manager’s Office, the Office
of Emergency Services, the Planning Department,
the General Services Department and public
information officers from several departments.
Medical personnel from the Public Health
Department, Valley Medical Center, the Coroner’s
Office and the County Communications also participated in the drills.
San Jose is one of four cities in California, and
one of 27 nationally, which are eligible for funding
under the Federal Defense Against Weapons of
Mass Destruction Act of 1996. San Jose is the first
city in California to conduct a full-scale drill.
Sportan Daily staff report

Mock victims support each other as they were rushed out of City Hall to
be decontaminated for a simulated chemical bomb explosion that went off

during a meeting on fair housing. San Jose is the first city in California to
conduct a full-scale drill involving weapons of mass destruction.

A first response team member is brushed for decontamination.

Photos by Chad Pilster
Special to the Spartan Daily
Emercegency crews talk about the duties that should be performed during the practice drill.

FIRED?

A Sufi Celebration!

IT CAN KILT YOU IF YOU
DON’T RECOGNIZE IT.
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An exotic evening of Mystical Music, Sufi Zikr. poetry

Love, The Essence of We
presented by
M.T.O. SHAHMAGHSOUDIG
Saturday October 17. 7 P.M. at Morris Dailey Hall
San Jose State University
Tickets are $10 for general public, $5 for Students
Please call for information and reservations 800-733-7700

EVICTED
CHEATED?

SCREWED?
INSURANCE Problem?
CONTRACT Problem?

Call Jeff Kali*. Pr, 0 J 0 an attorney
& professor who has worked with
students at SJSU & who knows
how important your reputaluion and
financial problems ere 10 you and
your future .

INJURED or Hurt 7

Th. Law
Firm et

KAIL,[1.3.

Plotassional Aggressive Legal Noon
lime Payment Plans - no hie contingency plans

1-888-441-1 LAW
Fixed Feet
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MR PRESIDENT, WITH ALL Dui
RESpECT, vou ^MAYS WANT
fnv n4. CARROT AA/0 STICK
APPROACH-

MIXED
MEDIA
by Jack Oilman
I./ARE FORCE ONE...

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277

The SPARTAN DALY
OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S.
mime no dab’ tor predicts or
Youth Leader Wanted:
subjects. Earn 815-$20/hour.
servloss acherthed below nor Is ArneriCap Nallaka Service Voluleer Jack or Joan C 408-227-6685.
there any guirrantert lugged. The We need enthusiastic young
dessMed coheirs of the Spartan adults to commit to a year of VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Daly consist of paid adreething service working with ’at risk" high Ambitious and energetic people
rel offerings he not apposed or school students In the San Jose needed. FT/PT. Eam 88-815 per
verified by the newspaper.
area. Interested individuals will be hour (average). Flexible, will work
able to impact students by around you school schedule.
providing tutoring, work experi- Looking for people for the
EMPLOYMENT
ence and recreational/cultural Fremont area. Lots of fun and
opportunities. if interested: Call earn good money. Call: (408)
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Wyse Wecheierct Heater Gransbery 867-7275 Receptionist will
Special Ed / Regular Class.
(408)918-1013.
connect you to our voicemail.
18.52 $11.70/hr. Saratoga School
San Jose Conservation Corp
Leave name and number where
District. Cal 4011/887-3424x200
you can be contacted.
for application & information.
INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
Northwestern Mutual Life will be DRIVERS NEEDED for Veterinary
RECEPTION/BABY CARE Tue
on Campus Oct. 1 & 2 in front
lab. am & pm shifts available.
This. 1-5. Small acct office in Willow
of the Student Union from
Mail resumes to: 1304 Saratoga
Glen. Light phones. exp w/infants.
10:00am to 2:00prn.
Ave, San Jose, CA 95129. Attn:
$6/hr. Call 408-286.7355.
Wager; or cal 408-345-9051.
svAM INSTRUCTOR/LSE GUARD
BEHAVIORAL TUTOR afternoons Central YMCA. Close to SJSU. SPORTS/CAMP PROG. DIR. FT
about 15 hrs/week. Work w/ 4 Flexible hours. Great environment. pos resp for yr round youth/adult
year old boy w/autism. Major 298-1717.
sports leagues & summer day
focus on play & communication
camp. Resp inci budg dev, mkting.
skills. 408-2942712.
ACCOUNTING MAJORS& INSORSI communty/volunteer relations,
The California Franchise Tax prog mgmt. Prey exper req’d,
Retell
Board is hiring Tax Auditors State- BS/BA. Bilingual a plus. Resumes
Min./on&
wide. Career opportunities Include to Tim Kerrihard, Central YMCA,
Las Game
Tax Speciatist & Management. 1717 The Alameda, 95126.
Work with the best coffee beans You’ll receive excellent training
and the best human beans. Our throughout your career. We offer SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
South Bay stores are currently travel & non-travel positions. We
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
interviewing for part-time (21-35 offer medical/dental vision & We are remodeling our stores in
hrs/wk) retail sales 8, full-time retirement plan that requires no
San Jose and Milpitas!
assistant manager positions. employee contribution. Sign-ups Arid Operirg a New Store in NI:setter
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose!
Competitive pay, medical, dental, for interviews will be conducted at
prescription, chiropractic, vision, the On-Campus lob Fair October
Positions Available:
domestic partner coverage, 8, 1998. Interview appointments Grocery Clerks .Produce Clerks
401(k), paid vacation & sick trne, are limited so sign-up early! Inter- Bakery/Deli Perks ServiceClerks
discounts. & advancement oppor- views are limited to graduating GM Clerk .Neat/Seafood Clerks
tunities. Apply at 2035 Camden seniors and alumni. For more All positions offer competitive pay
and a full benefits package!
Avenue, 1330 El Paseo, or 1140 details obtain a brochure from the
Lincoln Avenue, Suite C in San Career Center or visit our website Please see store manager for an
application a the folowingiocatiaa
Jose. or 798-1 Blossom Hill Road at: innvw.ftbsca.gov
3251 So. White RI. San Jose
in Los Gatos; or send your
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
3475 ArcireeR1 San Jose
resume and cover letter to:
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
M. McGraw, Peet’s Coffee & Tea, is hiring Teachers. Aides & Subs
1641 N. Capitol Ava San Jose
P.O. Box 12509, Berkeley, CA
for their School Age Child Care
215W. Calaveras B. frilpitas
Centers in San Jose. WE, CD,
94712-3509. We encourage
To promote a drug-free work
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req.
applications from people of all
environment we do de-employmert
We Offer Competitive Pay.
ages races & ethnic backgrounds.
Training,
drug
testing Save ktirt Supermarket
Excellent
and
a
PEET’S
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Great Work Environment.
COFFEE & TEA
www.peets.com
If you are interested call
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
hotline: 1-888-peets15
Parttime. Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
PART-TIME WNCHTIME DRIVER GOLF RETAILER in Santa Clara
Great for Students!
for short-trip delivery at San Jose hiring phone/intemet salespeople.
restaurant. Car needed. $25,00/ Golf/equipment kw...ledge required. Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
day + Tips, 5 days per week, $10/hour plus commissions.
22W. Sant John St. San Jose.
11:30-2:00. Bring your books! Flexible hours. Ca 660/533-5616
3682526.
OUTREACH Youth Sports Cooed.
TEACHER PISlitUCTOR
PT position 20-25 hrs/wk directP/T-Elementary Schools.
ADMIN NEEDED
Fast growing promotional products tree or Credential NOT R3quired. ing youth sports leagues at Luther
company in Campbell needs well Opportunity tr TeachigEtdvience. Burbank School. Hours are after
Need Car,
school, noon-time. evenings &
organized. reliable person to work
15-25 hours/week. Duties include VoCe A431: (408) 287-4170 at 408 Mods. Resp for planning, admin.
a variety of administrative tasks.
E0E/ME
promo. dev & ovals. Work with
vols 8, community in collaboration
Flexible hrs/days- $8.50 Per hour.
Faxresume to 408-866-0749 or MOTHER’S HELPER needed for thru Restorative Justice Dept. Prey
Call 408-866-7000.
10 year old boy. Car/CDL req’d. exp req’d. Spanish speaking a +.
No Smoking, English speaking. Resumes to Tim Kerrihard, Central
Referenoes. Ew San Jose Foothills. YMCA. 1717 The Alameda 95126.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
4prrapm, Mon.- Fri. $8.50/hour.
Avalabie Monday- Friday
Part/Full Time 10am to 7pm
TEACH MARIE SCHOOL PART ME
Message: 510/4760942.
ikeelen:is & mixings. No experience
Detail Oriented Order Puller
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS. necessary. Follow our lesson plan.
$6.00 Per Hour
P/T, perform fun science parties Must hake gcoi communtation skis.
Work for a company that
on weekend dais. Great Pay + Tips! respdcble & reliable. 4089717557
truly appreciates Its staff.
Ostia Traffic Sdiool
You pick days. We train. Call:
Apply in person.
999 W. San Cabs St San Jose.
Mad Science at 408.262-5437.
Mon. Fri. Barn to 5pm.
1404 So. 7th St. San Jose
DAYCARE / TUTOR
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
Comer of 7th & Alma.
Seeking P/T afterschool care for
We are looking for students
8 & 11 year boys. 15-20 hrs/wk.
WAGE DESIGNER Downtown to teach driving full/pad time.
$8- $10/hr. Valid CDL required.
agency offers flexible hours for NAV train. Must be 21.
408-2660423.
creative person with CGI and JAVA 89.00(0 start. Call 363-4182.
RECEPTIONIST
scripting skills. 808/288-5372.
MANAGER TRAPEE-leismarketIng
We are looking for a part time
PINE CONE UMBER CO., A first- receptionist, mornings/weekends. firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
class lumber yard in Sunnyvale, Call 363-4182.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
California seeks seasonal workers.
Downtown San Jose. 408/4940200.
A commercial driver’s license arid REPS/TRAINERS NEEDED
experience are helpful but not Degree not required. One of the
GROOSIDPS ASST/KENNEL
essential. Work part-time now largest telemunications cos.
needed for small, exclusive shop
through Thanksgiving and start in arnenca needs you. Terrific
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must
again In the spring, going to opportunity for aggressive
be reliable. honest, able to do
full-time during the summer. self-starters to own their own
physical work. Exp. working
Candidates must be able to lift business. Full or part-time.
w/dogs preferred, but will train.
EC+ lbs. Call Brian 408-736-5491_ Call now: (408)793.5151.
Great otipty for dog been $6.50 hr.
Irilernetbmillistrusetspandingl AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Need Can FM resume to 408/3770109
a job with a positive working or Call 371-9115.
Work From Home Around Your
environment? Join the YMCA!
Schedule. 8499.57,999 P1/FT.
SANDWICH KAMER
Aerobics Instructors needed
WE NEED NEU, NOW!
$S,00/1 TO START
evening step, hi-lo, &body
teaching
Log onto: www.cash911.corn/vsp
conditioning classes. Contact Open 5 days, no vikends, till 2pm
Apply 848 N. First St. San Jose
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR P/T Debi 2266622 x 26. EOE.
ELEM. Credential nor degree
required. Enthusiasm a must!
Great & fun taching experience.
VM: 408-Z37-417Cot444. E0E/ME
CHILDREN’S ETERTAINERS, P/T,
perform RN Sdenoe polies on veal+
MO days. Great prey + tIpsl You pick
days. We train. Call: Mad Science
of the South Bery0(408) 2626437.
PART-TIME HELP WANTED!
Part-time clerk wanted at medical
office in East San Jose. Flexible
hours. Call 408-729-1881.
TAP PLASTICS
Now Hiring
Sales people to work with tools
Pert time positions
Training provided
Competitive pay
Benefits
Great for Industrial Arts Mors
Apply in person at:
1212 The Alameda, Swine
1008 Blossom Hill Rd, Sin Ana
10151 S. De Anra Blvd, Cupertim
TEACHERS
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting "hands on" science
afterschool,
X-1rours per week.
Emedence deferred.
To apply call
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297.

3

WANE REMY NOW, PT SOY
Rapidly euvAng NYSE oomrnunicx
tons co. seeldng selketarters vAxi
are looking for fun and money.
Part-time /h.8-6me. Flardble hours.
Training provided. Call for more
Info: 4002950006.

NEED A JOB, FVUNCIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP?
Call now for part time or
flex time opportunities.
KAM*: (408) 360-1370.
TELEMARKETING:
Make $$ /Support the Arts.
Season tickets to our local
theatre we going like hot-cakes.
I need more staff fast! Hourly +
commission + cash bonuses.
Call now -Start Today.
Thom 408/453-7138.
AD61INISTRAMIE ASSISTANTS
15 avail now. exp. nee.
408/283-9144. Power Personnel
USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility, NY stock
exchange telecommjnications
company is looking for you.
Earn unlimited residual income.
International expansion coming
soon. Set your own hours.
800-371-4366
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year & summer, Elem,
school -age rec. program, P/T
from 2-6pm, M -F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
F/T during summer day
camp prog. XInt salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
DeptCall Janet a 354-8700 x223.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Call or apply in person.
(408)286-5880
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
barmen San Carlos & Pakrair.
behrd the Cad a-cl Party Stae.
SECURITY
Abcom Private Security
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT, PT, iii&dys & Wkrids.
shifts.
Flexible Schedule.
All
408-247-4827
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32. Healthy,
Responsible. All Nationalities.
Give the Gilt of Life!!!
$3,300 stipend 8, expenses paid.
tnt especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
(800) 314-99941

MIA

MUMS

MIHDIRCalate

SJSU STUDY/WORK ABROAD
FAIR. Monday, Oct 5th 10-3 in
7th St. Plaza. Your passport to a
world of opportunities!

PROOFREADING
Have your papers inspected for
organizational and grammatical
errors. Prices vary according
to length of paper.
Call for a dice quote today!
Call ALICIA at 408-229-9305.
CALL NOW!!!

ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects,etc. Typewriter
for your applications fa flied/law
school. etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

reAtilEASILLM

=RIM

MMEEMM

mnummw

ANNONCEMENIS

MMMELNXEMO

Daily

ROSS WORD

MI=

amomasta

FOOD SERVICE ESPRESSO
BAR HOSTING. FT & PT positions
available in a busy family style
restaurant located in Sunnyvale.
All shifts avail, flex his. $8.50/hr
to start. Please call 733-9446
ask for Julia or Wendy.

95 FORD ASPIRE A/T, A/C,
60k mi. Extra clean, looks like
new! $5595. (408) 227-6596.

TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
salary & benefits, med/dental
vacation/sick pay, prof. dm S.
ratio 1:9. beautiful park-like
playground, strong team
environment! MC. 12 ECE units.
Enjoy your work with children!
Charmer Preschool 378-7805,
Fax resume to 378-4121.

91 WM TOYOTA 4X4 SRS $7/4
%Int cond. New dutch & 31 In. des.
Gest slew. Brent 510-490-7253.

91 ACIURA Integra 1.1 $6300/dim
5speed, 93k mi. black, sunroof,
ca. pa, cruise. 408-9241467.

SPORTS/THRILLS
SNOWBOARD-MURTON 149 with
Burton Bindings. Good condition.
$200. Call Paula 408-244-4200.

MEM
LINDY HOP & %MECO DANCES.
some Fridays, at First Christian.
80 S. Fifth St. Call 408.3564375.
UNDY HOP DANCE WORKSHOP
Rob & Diane at First Christian
Church, 80 S. Fifth St. Saturday
October 10, 11arn-4pm. 3561375

INSLEAME
AUTO INSURANCE
COMM Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 yews
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for NonGood Drlvers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students’ "Educators"
’Engineers" ’Scientists"
CALL Tom 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 In..
4 kw
5k..
Inge

One
Day
$5
$6S
$7
$11

Two
Days
$7
$9
$9
$10

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Fax
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

$1 for each additional line.
.
After Me filth deli, rate increases by $1 per cMgarge
First
spaces) set in bold for no extra
i
words available In bold for $3 each.

SEMESTER RATES
3-91ines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Five

helms

$13

eirr ewe

Days
$14
$15
$16

408-924-3282

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
STEAMBOAT Colorado kn. 10-15
$549. with the SJSU Ski & WRUNG HELP: (510)9014558 Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
Grab Pmjects, etc. All formats.
Highest quality writing,editing
Snowboard Club. Includes
specializing in APA. Tape
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY flight out of S.I. full condos 5 ghostwriting. Essays, application
transcription. Fax machine.
statements, reports, etc.
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and night stay, 4 of 5 day lift
dependable, quick
Experienced,
at
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A.
Fieschxl Teacters and Aides. F/T & pass, 2 hot tubs, parties & great
return. Almaden/Branham area.
(510) 601-9554 or
P/T positions available. Substitute snow. Students & non-students.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
email bolIckillbest.com
positions are also available that Call Mark at 408-292-0955.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIDICED*
required for teacher positions but
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Terrn
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
not required for Aide positions.
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Get the job you want now!
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
Reasonable
prices.
HELP
NEEDED
FOR
(CPDEs)
Development majors. Please call
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Call 408-225-5192
Cathy for an intenew at 244-1968 Computational Partial Diff. Equ.
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ ft1
650.368-0831. Gcoi carpensation.
or fax resume to 2484350.
PAM’S
POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESWG.
For $35 - post on 15 Web sites.
VAULTPARKERS - Valets needed MUSH EDITING & TUTORING
247-2681. Sam-Elpoi.
Send resume + payment to:
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun, Experienced with the needs of
PDM Graphics, 225 Corning Ave.
flexible job during school. Park Foreign Students.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
cars for weddings, parties and Credentiated Teacher & MA.
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T.
special events in the Los Gatos Go To: vwnv.MyEditor.com
Save money and time!
area. Must be outgoing, friendly, Ard/Cr Cal Jessica 408/978.8034
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Recruiters call you directly!
and neat In appearance. No SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
accepting students who wish to
We accept credit cards.
previous experience nec. Must be Save Our University Library.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
levels welcome: Beginning.
MOOR
DENTAL
PLAN
I
CENTER
TUTORIAL
valid CDL and your own transp. murmur&
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Only $57.00 per ’Kier.
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips. Math: Algebra- Geometry
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Save
30%
60%
Call Michael 0 Golden Gate Valet Statistics - Trig - Calculus
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
on your dental needs.
Physics: Mechanics Electric
(900) 828-3871
Bill at 408-298-6124.
Call
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
SAT- GED - CBEST- ESL - TOEFL
Computer-. V-Basic, V-C++
Spanish: All levels
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BOMA APTS. Email: tutor907638leolcom
MEN & WOMEN
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Certain advertisements In
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
We otter a pool, spa, sauna, full
these columns may refer the
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
COMPUTERS ETC,
gym, on-site management, all
reader to specific telephone
or using chemicals. Let us
appliances included, central A/C.
for
numbers or addr
remove
your
permanently
RENAISSANCE
COMPUTER
Stop by today for a tour.
addltionI Information.
Open Monday thru Saturday. We buy, sell & trade computers, unwanted hair. Back - Chest- Lip
Classified
readers
should
be
Bikini
Chin
Tummy
etc.
486, Pentium, Mac, & Notebooks.
THE COLONNADE
rmvanded Met. Whoa mading
201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639. Refurb’d equipment is warrantied. Students & faculty receive 15%
they
contacts,
further
three
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
should require complete
made before 12/31/98.
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
2 BORK VARMINT - $975/180.
Information before senclInk
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, between
Security type building
money for goods or services.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Cmbl.
liwvi 85 & 20 rear Utenerce ExtlY
* Secure Parking
In addition, readers should
(408) 379.3500.
4084734070
Close To Campus
easefully Investigate al firms
Modem Building
offering employment listings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Laundry Room
orcoupons for discount
removed
forever.
Unwanted
hair
Village Apartments
shoehorn or merchandise.
Specialist. Confidential.
576 South Fifth Street
"Science & Health wtth Key to UYour own probe or disposable.
(408) 295-6893.
the Scriptures" by Mary Baker 335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
Eddy teaches how the power
of prayer can help you
achieve greater health and
ROOMMATE 2 SHARE 2 OR/111A well-being. It remains a
API $497/mo + 1/2 utit 8 riles classic volume on spirituality
from SJSU. Female preferred, NS. and healing. Available at
bookstores, libraries and
2 pods. Cal Christina 2438228.
Christian Science Reading
5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM NOME Rooms. Call 408/867-8255.
to share in SJ, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic INVITATION TO STUDENTS
view, 10 miles from campus. interested in expressing their
$600/rno+util. 408-2968000x11 views on any issue. Publication
for more information,
covers any topic. We are looking
for people willing to speak out.
dyincsilenceehamaitcom

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible his. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media 510IUE NOME -LOW SPACE RENT
for sale. Near SJSU 2bdrm/lba.
Promotions 4940200.
$35k/offer?Lea.e name 3743927.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
T152 GRAPH CALCULATOR
K-8 school seeks responsible
Like new! 880.
individuals for extended daycare,
Call: 650-329-0907.
units
the
afternoon.
No
ECE
P/T
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Neese call
244-1968 x 16.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

TEACHER OPPORTUNITIES, high
quality, licensed childcare centers
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
ennchrnent curriculum.
Radtke PT/FT positions
Days, Eves. Weekends
Team Environment
Min 6 ECE required
Eam while you leam In house trailing
Benefits availaNe
Growing throughout the Bay Area
KidsPark 260-hard., Fax 263-7366

FAX:

Pleas. check 1
one classification:
Zeta*

micro

Send check or money order 12
Spartan Daly Classifieds
Sin Jose Stale
San las, CA 9511r2-r0119
Classified desk is located in Dwight Banal Hall, Room 209.
In Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
Al ads we prepaid. No mules on cencelled ode.
Rates for conseartive publicallats dates only.
01.18871ONS? CALL (408) 8244277

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messeges*
_Ewa*
_Amouncernente
_Lost end Found"
_Volunteers*
_For SaW
_Autos For SaW
_Computers Etc.
_Walser
_Employment
_Opportunities

_Rontel HoraWig
_Shared Na
Rag Baia

_Sento(
_tisallWearly
_Spo8s/11W
_Manna
_Entertainment’
_Trani
_Tutorktr
_Word ProceaskIg
_ScholershIps

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 &ye. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ACROSS
1 Autumn mo.
4 Uses a hand
tool
8 Reverberate
12 Brilliant fish
13 Honolulu’s
island
14 Crockett’s last
stand
16 German mister
17 Exhibition
locale
19 Handwriting
21 Boys. eventually
22 Tennis pro
Nastase
23 Scientists’
workplaces
25 Cleaning cloths
27 Varnishes
31 Adds up
35 Cowboys name
36 Sailing vessel
38 Already under
way
39 Burden
41 Type of eclipse
43 - avis
44 Greased
46 Gets up
48 Type ol dance
49 Stroked
51 Sailors’ songs
53 Wall Street
pessimist
55 Lotion
ingredient
56 China’s
continent
59 Johnny 61 Nasal sounds
65 Bengale town
68 Drench
69 Sews
temporarily
70 Writer Wiesel
71 Be green, in a
way
72 Al&’s sitcom

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUM MUM MIUMM
MORO MOW OWMO
WOOMM MOOD MOOD
MOOMMMMO UMMMUM
WORM MMOMMO
MUMMA MOON
MWMM MMDO OMOMM
ODOWEIRO MOMOOOM
HOMO UUMD UMOM
WINO DOMMNR
NMMONIM MOAN
[CORIUM MOUUMMEON
MOW] BOUM MOUNM
OMAN OMMN MUDD
MEMO MON OMMOM
0 199e Unoted FMure Syndocal
73 Eams a blue
ribbon
74 View

30 Kind of boom
32 Playing marble
33 Virginia’s Caverns
DOWN
34 Geiger cookies
1 Fuel cartel
37 Turkish official
40 Delays
2 Singer Vikki
42 Properties
3 Excite
45 Poor mark
4 Summer sport
47 Winter forecast
5 Motonst’s org.
50 Repair (socks)
6 Odd notion
52 Makes fun of
7 More certain
8 "In one - and
54 Keep
subscribing
out the other"
9 Secluded place 56 Part of a play
57
Thailand once
10 Pull
58 Ancient
11 Atlanta arena
Peruvian
12 Words of
60 Island near
surpnse
Java
15 Pindanc poem
62 Zero
18 Tiny insect
63 Donated
20 Friends
64
Shade of blue
hard
Clean
24
66 Suffix Meaning
26 Sailor
’sort or
27 Bend (down)
28 Skater Sonja - 67 Pewter
component
29 Leap for jOy

MAW &MA MUM
UM= UM= UMMIIM
MEMMOMMEMM
011111MdM 11111M MI=
MINA IMAM
idIMMIld IIMMOM
&MEW Mild iiMME
WIMMMIld MOMMIAMME
IMMOldidd
dilidE
IIMMIUMMMAIM AIME
IIIMMOI
4111111MM
MMEM MEM

Carpool: Matching students by geographical information
Continued from page 1
don’t match.
"The computer’s database
mapping system will allow us to
pinpoint where a person lives
and show us clusters of other
people in their area that either
go to school or work here,"
Sullivan said.
Kristen Striplin, a social work
major, thinks carpooling isn’t
convenient for everyone because
of differences in lifestyle and personal choice.
"It wouldn’t be good for me
because I drive straight to work
after school," Kristen said.
Like Striplin, whose work
schedule prevents her from using
a carpool, other people will be in

situations not conducive to carpooling. Sullivan wanted to
remind people that carpooling
can be used one-way.
"A student can drive to school
with a person in the morning,
and drive back home with a different person later that day,"
Sullivan said.
Carpooling, according to
Quitoriano, was a great way to
avoid the hassle of trying to find
parking and having to park several blocks away.
"Carpooling is a great idea. I
think people will defmitely use
the database," she said.
The $15,000 annual cost to
operate, market and maintain

the computer database will come
out of the A.S. budget, according
to Alfonso De Alba, executive
director of Associated Students.
Marketing of the new database by the office of Alternative
Transportation Solutions will
highlight the benefits of carpooling.
Sullivan said one of the those
benefits is reduced traveling and
parking costs.
There is an $81 fee for a
carpool permit. Both the permit
and fee can be shared by two or
more people and is transferable
to more than one vehicle. A carpool permit is valid only in the
Seventh Street Garage, as stated

in the fall schedule of classes.
Parking a carpool vehicle with
the P-permit will be the same as
it is for any other vehicle.
"There is no special parking
places for carpoolers. It’s first
come, first served," said Yolanda
Castro, citation enforcement
coordinator for the Office of
Traffic and Parking Operations.
Other benefits of carpooling,
according to Sullivan, are being
able to get to campus faster by
driving in the carpool lanes and
reduction in air pollution.
"Commuters will still have to
get here early to park, but they
can get to campus in half the
time," Sullivan said.

One issue about the database
that raised concerns with the
AS., according to the program
manager, was privacy.
The database will contain the
name, address and phone number of every student, faculty and
staff member on campus, according to Sullivan.
"We want to reassure people
that their personal information
will
remain
confidential,"
Sullivan said.
"We will only give a person’s
phone number to another person
in the program after both parties
have signed a release and consent form."
People will be informed as

early as next week by mail if
there are others living in their
area that could be a possible carpool source, according to
Sullivan.
Those interested in the service
can get information at the office
of Alternative Transportation
Solutions, which is located in the
A.S. Business Office on the main
level of the Student Union.
According to Quitoriano, the
carpooling program won’t be useful to her because she is graduating this semester.
"If my friends hadn’t graduated last year I would still be carpooling to school," Quitoriano
said.

Job Fair: Register first

A roll in the grass

Continued from page 1
Ben Duong, a packaging engineering major graduating in
May 1999, didn’t know about the
job fair but said he wants to go.
"I would be interested in
going even though I’m not graduating until next year," he said.
To attend the fairs, students
need to register at the Career
Center in Building Q. First, the
student has to attend a workshop or view the 10-minute
video "How to Make a Job Fair

Work for You."
The final steps to become registered are to be included in the
database of the Career Center
and to turn in five copies of a
professional rØsumØ to a staff
member of the Career Center.
It is still not too late to register, according to Peck.
For more information, call the
Career Center at 924-6022 or
visit its web site at
www.careercenter sjsu.edu

Renovation: Camera ready
Continued from page 1
lease space to the bookstore and
the food area, the number of people with access to the union
required a security system.
Yale said the visibility of the
cameras will hinder thieves or
people who might be tempted to
pull the fire alarm boxes.
"It’s a deterrent to breaking
the law," he said. "So in the
future we can eliminate those
kinds of problems."
Junior Michelle Codde said
she doesn’t spend much time
(Above) Mike Nicosia, of San Jose, plays bocce ball
with his friend, Dick Gomez, at the Italian Family Festa
on Saturday afternoon next to the Fairmont Hotel fountain. in downtown San Jose. Nicosia is a three-time
national bocce ball champion.

studying in the union because of
the noise level, although the
improved lighting and the comfortable chairs do make it more
inviting.
She said the cameras are a
little unnerving, but they won’t
stop her from going to the union
occasionally.
"It’s kind of uncomfortable
knowing people can watch me,
but knowing the cameras are
there to protect students or
property makes it OK," she said.
ucs
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(Left) Mark Stagi, of San Jose, sprinkles sugar on a
pastry called sfingi in a vending booth at the festival.
Stagi, his brother and friends decorated their booth with
an Italian gesture poster. Stagi says they donate festival
profits to their favorite charities.

by Dave Wfiamond

Photos hr Kathy De La Torre/ Spartan Daily

COME AND SEE
WHAT ALL THE FUSS IS ABOUT
AMATO S HAS THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN!!!
The San Jose
Mercury News Says:

Hours:
Mon. thru Sat.: 11 am-11 pm
Sunday: 11 am - 8 pm

a

The cheese steak hoagie ($5.95) presents itself as a
large mound of grilled top round and onions, with melted
American cheese and fresh lettuce, good tomato slices,
pepper and other spices. Italian rolls are made locally. It
is a lovely soft roll; many rolls would have to be hard to
stand up to these hot juicy ingredients’. Among specialty
sandwiches there are also meatball, pepper and egg,
sausage, and chicken.
Cheese steaks are a little less common in the south bay
than bagels, but in the same way, mostly disappointing.
Philadelphians and all manner of Jerseyans are forever
yammering about it, but few take action. Then there are
the HOAGIE HEROICS. The sandwiches run large.
Many people have trouble finishing more than half of
even the 7" "shorty", all in the $5.00 to $6.00 range.

Hang this in your house!!!
Tuesday: Amatos’ night. 750 Drafts 7 - 11 pm.
Wednesday: Greek night. Free soda & fries with
sandwich. Be sure to wear you house letters.
Thursday: $1.00 Pints all night. $4 Pitchers, $8
Gallons. All domestic beers.
Saturday: Free soda Ai/ any sandwich purchase.
Sunday: Football: $8.00 gallons all day.
Happy Hour Every Day! 4 - 7 pm. $1.50 Domestic,
Import & Microbrewery beers.

346 E. William St. (downtown San Jose)
at Eighth St. One block from San Jose State Univei yty
298-4565 Phone
298-4578 Fax
Second location 1162 Saratoga Ave. San Jose

